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Abstract— There are many techniques that have been proposed to decrease memory latency, such as caches, locality
optimizations, pipelining, out-of-order execution, and multithreading. Another such technique is called prefetching.
Prefetching brings data or instructions closer to the processor before it is needed so that the processor will not have to
stall and wait for the data, thereby reducing the cache miss rate and decreasing memory access latency. In this paper we
have implemented one data prefetching algorithm called Next-N-Line, and three different instruction prefetching
algorithms:  Next Line, Target-Line, and Wrong-Path. These algorithms were implemented using a simulator created by
the University of California San Diego. We compared the results of these four simulations and tested different parameters
as we will show latter. Our goal in this paper is to compare the effects of data prefetching with no prefetching. These
results will also help to decide which algorithm has the lowest average memory access time, miss rate, and run time
among the three instruction prefetching algorithms that we implemented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
File buffer, classic disk and cache management are interactive; accesses of the disk are begun and buffers assigned in
response to application requests for file data. Several software and hardware prefetching schemes have been proposed to
reduce the effect of miss penalties on processor utilization in shared memory multiprocessors. In this work we will present
hardware prefetching. A significant advantage of hardware prefetching techniques over software techniques is that they do
not need support from the programmer or compiler.
Processor performance seems to follow Moore’s Law, increasing by 60% a year, while memory performance increases by
just 7% each year as we show in figure1. This was our first motivation for looking for new and effective strategies to
reduce the large gap between processor speed and memory speed. Large latency represents the second reason for our
project: to decrease memory access time using multiple cache levels such as L1, L2 and L3. Caches will lose their benefit
if the information that the CPU needs is not in the cache, resulting in a cache miss. Therefore, we plan to increase the
effectiveness of caching by using prefetching[1][2][6].
Storage parallelism is growingly ready for use to take shape of disk arrays and striping device drivers. These hardware and
software arrays pledge the I/O throughput necessary to get the balance ever-hurry CPUs through data distributing of a
single file system during numerous disk arms. The advantage workloads of trivially parallel I/O immediately; major
accesses well-being from the parallel transfer, and various synchronous accesses benefit from separate disk actuators.
There are two main types of prefetching: software prefetching and hardware prefetching. Software prefetching is done by
the programmer or the compiler by adding lines to the code that prefetching data before it is needed inside the program.
This method usually works well with regular access patterns. However, software prefetching requires more effort from the
programmer. Hardware prefetching works by monitoring processor accesses to determine what information will likely be
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used in the near future, and prefetching it automatically. There are two types of hardware prefetching: data prefetching and
instruction prefetching [5][6][7][8].
Processors that have high-performance utilize aggressive offshoot foretelling mechanisms so as to take advantage of high
levels of instruction-level parallelism. Unluckily, even with low branch misjudgment averages, these processors use a
great number of instructions of cycles fetching from the mis-predicted program path[1][2][11].

Figure 1: Example under the no-prefetch policy. Eight-time units are required. The first two references, to A and B hit; the
next reference, to C, stalls for four-time units while C is fetched, and B is discarded. The final reference, to A, hits.

Look a small program which indicates blocks as stated by the Pattern “ABCA". Let we assume this file cache has two
blocks, each fetching a block spends four-time units, and the initial state in the cache represented by A and B.
A no-prefetch policy may brief in figure 1, (depending on the optimal offline algorithm) may be getting a strike on the top
two references, after that, Passed to the reference to C, dispose of B, and finally passed on A. The time of enforcement of
the no-prefetch policy becomes eight-time units (four references, plus four units for the pass.) Differ from figure 2, a
policy that prefetches if that probable picks ten-time units to execute this sequence. After the rest successful access to A, a
prefetch of C is initiated, discarding A. This prefetch burrows one unit of the fetch latency, so the access to C stalls for
only three cycles. Once C arrives in memory, the algorithm initiates another, bringing in A and discarding B, while
accessing C. The next reference, to A, stalls for three time units, waiting for the prefetch of A to complete. This algorithm
uses ten time units, one for each of the four references, plus two stalls of three time units each[1][2][3][4][6][11].

2. PREFETCHING

2.1. Instruction prefetching
Instruction prefetching attempts to prefetch future instructions before they are needed by the CPU. The following
algorithms monitor the CPU’s instruction cycle to determine what instructions to prefetch.

2.1.1 Next-Line Algorithm
This algorithm tries to prefetch sequential cache lines before they are needed by the CPU’s fetch unit. The current cache
line is the line that contains the instruction that is currently being fetched by the CPU. The next line is defined as the cache
line which is located sequentially after the current line[11]. This schema works as follows: if the next line is not found in
the cache, then it will be prefetched when an instruction located some distance into the current line is accessed. This
specified distance, which is called the fetch a head distance, is measured from the end of the cache line as illustrated in the
Figure 2.
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The fetch ahead distance can drastically affect the performance of this algorithm. It shouldn’t be too small in case we
encounter a branch, and it shouldn’t be too large because we may not be able to bring the data into the cache in time. Next-
line prefetching doesn’t work for conditional branches, as the execution will fall through any conditional branches in the
current line and continue along the sequential path. This algorithm is simple and doesn’t require any extra
hardware[7][8][9][10].

2.1.2 Target-Line Algorithm
Target-Line prefetching is an instruction prefetching algorithm that attempts to capture more control transfer targets. In
this algorithm, a target table is used to maintain a history of the paths taken for conditional branch instructions. The target
table consisted of two entries: address tag and target address. This algorithm works just like the Next-Line algorithm until
a conditional instruction is encountered. Once a conditional branch instruction is fetched, the path that was taken on the
previous execution of the control instruction is prefetched, assuming there is an entry for this instruction in the table. After
the instruction is executed, the target table is updated with the address for the executed instruction and the path taken on
this execution. This algorithm makes the assumption that the path taken previously for an instruction will likely be the
path taken the next time. Using this approach, the hardware will hopefully be able to prefetch on the correct path if an
entry is found in the table[11].

The main advantage of this algorithm is that it generally performs better than the Next-Line algorithm, and works
especially well when the execution flow of the program follows the path of the previous execution. However, this
algorithm is very costly in terms of chip area and added complexity because it requires extra hardware, as well as logic for
updating and searching the target table. Also, this algorithm results in cold misses in the target table until enough
conditional instructions have been executed to fill the target table is filled.

Figure 2 : Next-Line algorithm
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2.1.3 Wrong-Path Algorithm
The Wrong-Path algorithm is similar to Next-Line and Target-Line. Until a conditional branch instruction is encountered,
Wrong-Path works just like Next-Line, bringing in the next sequential line once the fetch ahead distance has been reached
in the current line. However, if a conditional branch instruction is encountered during the decode stage of the instruction
cycle, the Wrong-Path algorithm prefetches the target of the branch instruction. Prefetching the target of a conditional
branch takes precedence over prefetching the next sequential line[5].

Figure 12: Target-Line algorithm

Figure 3: Wrong Path algorithm
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2.2 Data Prefetching

2.2.1. Next-N-Lines:
It works automatically by prefetching consecutive blocks which follow the block that missed in the cache. When a miss
occurs in the L2 cache, the subsequent K blocks are prefetched to the L2 cache if they are not already there. We will refer
to K as the degree of prefetching. As an example, if we have a miss in the L2 cache for line X, we will first send the
request to the RAM. Then the RAM will service the request for line X and also prefetch lines X+1, X+2, and all
subsequent lines until line X+K to the L2 if they are not already there. The main advantages of this scheme are that it
reduces the number of read stalls, it is a simple technique compared with other schemes, and it works well for applications
with high sequentially. However, the disadvantages are the it doesn’t work as well for programs with frequent branching,
it can be more expensive storage-wise, and a larger value of K tends to increase memory traffic and cache pollution
because it prefetches data that may not be used if the program execution path is different from the instruction prefetch
path[1][3][4][5][6][8][10][11].

3. METHODOLOGY
The prefetching simulator code was written in C++, and based on code written by the University of California San Diego.
Because it is written in C++, it is cross-platform and can be compiled for any operating system. Pin generator was used to
generate the trace files that were used in the simulators equations.

3.1 Data Prefetch Implementation

Our data prefetching implementation required little modification of the University of California San Diego’s code, and we
were able to use the trace files they provided. For data prefetching, we decided to implement the Next-N-Line prefetching
algorithm, which is detailed in the next section.
3.1.1 Next-N-Line implementation
To implement data prefetching, we need to answer three main questions: what to prefetch, when to prefetch, and where to
put the prefetched data. To answer the first question, if we need to prefetch a request for line X, then we will prefetch X+1,
X+2, and all subsequent lines until we reach line X+k. Secondly, we prefetch when a miss occurs and if the subsequent K
blocks are not already in the cache. To answer the question of “where”, we will prefetch the data from memory and put
them in the second level cache, assuming the data is not already there. This is shown in Figure 4 below.

4. INSTRUCTION PREFETCH IMPLEMENTATION
Our implementation of an instruction prefetching simulator required the following hardware to be simulated: the CPU,
caches, the prefetcher, and for one of the algorithms, a target table

Figure 4: This diagram shows how the Next-N-Line data prefetching algorithm
works.
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4.1 Trace Files
Our simulation required trace files in a different format than what were provided by the University of California San
Diego. We generated our own trace files of various common programs using Pin, a dynamic binary instrumentation tool.
Pin can be used to trace compiled programs[4][5], outputting information such as the address of the current instruction,
whether or not the current instruction is a conditional branch, the fall-through address, the target address of conditional
branches, and whether or not the conditional branch was taken. We used Pin to output this information for every
instruction executed during the run of a program, and stored this information in text files in format shown in Figure 10:

Figure 4:Format of Trace Files
4.2 Benchmarks

We have used three different benchmarks for testing data prefetching and four different benchmarks for testing instruction
prefetching[1][11]. These benchmarks are described in Table

Table 1 : training Benchmarks

Trace Description
ls a Linux shell command that lists directory contents of files and directories.

g++ Gnu c++ compiler

grep A linux shell command that searches the named input  FILE s

rmdir used to remove empty directories in Linux and other Unix-like operating
systems
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4. Simulation Results
The following figures show the results and analysis of our test on data prefetch.

Figure 13: Total runtime for no data prefetching and Next-N-Line data prefetching. Three different depths of
prefetching were tested.

Figure 13 shows that the run time is reduced in all programs tested (g++, ls, and grep) when we use Next-N-Line data

prefetching instead of no prefetching. We also see a difference when we change the depth of prefetching in that each time

we increase K, the runtime is decreased in all three applications.

Figure 14:  Average memory access time when comparing no data prefetching and Next-N-Line, and varying the depth
of prefetching.
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As Figure 14 shows, the average memory access time is reduced for all of the applications tested when we using Next-N-

Line data prefetching compared with no prefetching. We also see a decrease in memory access time when we increase the

depth of prefetching.

Figure 15: L2 total hit rates for no data prefetching and Next-N-Line prefetching with three different prefetching
depths.

In Figure 15, the total hit rates show good improvement in all of the applications tested when we use Next-N-Line data

prefetching instead of no prefetching. We also see a difference when we increase the depth of prefetching, in that each

time we increase K, we increase the total hit rates in all of the programs tested. This is because our algorithm will prefetch

the data to the L2.
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Figure 16:Average memory queue length for no data prefetching and Next-N-Line data prefetching with three different
degrees of prefetching.

In Figure 16, the average memory queue length show a significant decrease for all programs tested when we implement
Next-N-Line data prefetching instead of no prefetching. Each time we increase K, we could reduce the average memory
queue length in all three applications.

Figure 17 :  Memory bandwidth utilization for no data prefetching and Next-N-Line data prefetching with three
different degrees of prefetching.

In figure 17 the chart shows that how memory bandwidth utilization affected when the degree of data prefetching
increased or decreased that means it is effective by the prefetching.
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Figure 18 : Number of hits for three different instruction prefetching methods in three different cache sizes using
the ls Linux command benchmark.

In the above graph we see a significant increase in the number of hits when we increase the size of the cache from 8K to

16K. We also see good improvement in the number of hits when the cache grows to be 32K.

5. Instruction Prefetching Test and Results
5.1 Parameters Tested

We have tested the following five parameters for our instruction prefetching implementation:

 Number of hits

 Number of misses

 Number of cycles

 Hit rates

 Miss rates

5.2 Cache configuration

For testing, we have implemented three different size of L1 cache with the following limitations:

● Cache size is 8K, 16K, 32K

● Direct mapped
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● Block size is 32 bytes

5.3 Results Analysis:
The following charts show the number of hits when simulating different applications. Each chart shows how

the number of hits change for a program when using different combinations of instruction prefetching algorithms and
cache sizes.

Figure 20: Number of misses of three different instruction prefetching methods in three different cache sizes using the
g++ compiler benchmark.

Figure 21: Number of misses for three different instruction prefetching methods in three different cache sizes using
the ls Linux command benchmark.
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The number of cycles for different applications are displayed in the following charts. As you can see, increasing the cache

size reduces the number of misses since the cache can hold more instructions, and the different instruction prefetching

algorithms affect the number of cycles as well.

Figure 22: Number of cycles of three different instruction prefetching methods in three different cache sizes using grep
Linux command benchmark.

Figure 23: Number of cycles of three different instruction prefetching methods in three different cache sizes using rmdir
Linux command benchmark.
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Figure 24: Hit rates of three different instruction prefetching methods in three different cache sizes using g++
compiler benchmark.

The hit rates and miss rates of each application are simply the number of hits divided by the total number of cache

accesses, and the number of misses divided by the total number of cache accesses, respectively.

Figure 25: Hit rates of three different instruction prefetching methods in three different cache sizes using ls linux
command benchmark.
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Figure 26: Miss rates of three different instruction prefetching methods in three different cache sizes using g++ compiler
benchmark.

Figure 27: Miss rates of three different instruction prefetching methods in three different cache sizes using grep
linux command benchmark.
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6.Conclusion

In our paper, we have shown four different hardware prefetching algorithms. Three of these algorithms are

instruction prefetching hardware algorithms, and one is a data prefetching algorithm. Our aim was to compare and test

these algorithms after implementing them to show the best algorithm that produces the shortest latency and/or lowest

cache miss rate. Also, we wanted to see the improvement in run time, miss rate, average memory access time, and hit

rate when we implemented hardware prefetching compared with no prefetching.

If we were to continue with this work in future, we would combine the properties of Next-Line, Target-Line, and

Wrong-Path instruction algorithms to create an optimized instruction algorithm that will improve the worst-case

performance. We would also be interested in simulating both data prefetching and instruction prefetching together in

one simulator.
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